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Date: 08th May 2024 ` 
 
The Manager,  
BSELimited,  
Phirozee Jeejeebhoy Towers,  
Dalal Street,  
Mumbai - 400 001  
 
Subject: Update on wrap up of our film namely “Vicky Vidya ka Woh wala video” 
Scrip Code: 539310  
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
We are delighted to share an exciting update of our company “Thinkink Picturez Limited”, 
concerning our much-anticipated movie project, "Vicky Vidya ka Woh wala video". The 
Company has given an announcement with regards to Project Overview, Production Timeline 
and Financial part from the project on vide its letter dated 05th March, 2024. In continuation 
of the said announcement, we are declaring few more facts/updates on the said project. The 
details are provided below; 
 
About the project: 

 
"Vicky Vidya ka Woh wala video", featuring the stellar cast of Mr. Rajkumar Rao and Ms. 
Tripti Dimri in leads along with Ms. Mallika Sherawat and Mr. Vijay Raaj is set to be a 
landmark release in the Company’s portfolio. The said movie is directed by Mr. Raaj 
Shaandilyaa who have earlier directed two successful movies namely “DREAM GIRL (2019)” 
and its sequel “DREAM GIRL 2 (2023)”. This movie represents a collaborative effort with 
industry giants T Series, Balaji Telefilms Limited and Wakaoo Films. 
 
The said movie is produced by the industrial giants namely Bhushan Kumar, Krishan Kumar, 
Shobha Kapoor, Ektaa R Kapoor, Vipul D Shah, Ashwin Varde, Rajesh Bahl, Raaj Shaandilyaa, 
and Vimal Kumar Lahoti and the music of the said movie is given by Sachin and Jigar.  
 
So based on above information, your board is happy to announce that the entire stalwart from 
the industry has given their effort for the said movie.  
 
Production Timeline:  
 
In previous announcement, your board has committed to complete the production by mid 
April 2024. We are very happy to announce that the said timeline was managed by your board 
and shooting got completed on time.  
 
The final scenes of nostalgia infused laughter and drama have been captured for the movie 
and this upcoming blockbuster promises to be a rollercoaster ride back to the swinging 90s.  
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Production house has already thrown a wrap up party with the title “Lights out, wrap party 
on!” on 05th May, 2024.  
 
Release Date: 
 
The movie will release in theaters on October 11, 2024. 
 
Financial Expectations:  
 
Our projections for "Vicky Vidya ka Woh wala video" are optimistic, with an expected 
worldwide collection of up to Rs. 2 billion (200 crores). Thinkink Picturez Limited is poised 
to benefit significantly from this venture, securing an INR 60 Million writing and direction fee, 
20% IP rights and share in the profits.  
  
Thanking You,  
 
Yours faithfully,  
 
For Thinkink Picturez Limited  
 
 
 
Namrata Karwa  
Company Secretary 
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